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Supply Chain Traceability with RFID and SAP

Abstract
Real Time Visibility into assets and products across the supply chain, a critical
business need, is fast becoming a reality. This paper makes the case for a central,
real-time event repository based on the SAP Object Event Repository (OER)
architecture for RFID-enabled supply chain operations in the Retail and CPG
industries.
In this paper, we examine:
•

How data amassed from RFID infrastructure can be integrated with Enterprise
Systems using SAP OER for different business processes?

•

How to accomplish trading partner collaboration?

1. Background
More and more retailers and CPG

it is also an opportunity to derive benefits.

companies are employing RFID technology

collect data; legacy enterprise applications
like WMS; exchange infrastructure or

This paper analyzes the need for a central

in their supply chain to streamline business

integrators that enable communication

repository to capture all the information

processes requiring visibility as well as to

flowing between different trading partners

maintain an operational edge over the

and how to integrate it with their existing

competition. While several organizations

applications, and various repositories
which house the information flowing

Warehouse management systems (WMS).

are still assessing the benefits of adopting

between the middleware and enterprise

between different systems. Each of these

RFID into practice, certain big-box retailers

An RFID solution has several components,

components might be physically situated

have already mandated their suppliers

namely, hardware comprising readers,

at different locations. Infosys has defined

to comply with RFID-tagging at pallet or

tags, sensors and other devices;

the following logical 7-layer reference

even case levels. Therefore, for any CPG

network infrastructure which connects

model, comprising all the necessary

player that wants to stay ahead in the

these devices to the system; local site-

components for an RFID deployment. The

race of preferred suppliers, it is not just an

middleware (residing on a separate site-

architecture diagrams in this paper follow

imperative to oblige with the mandate but

server or embedded on the device itself )

the color-coding used in this model.

that communicates with the devices to
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Figure 1: Infosys 7-Layer RFID Reference Model
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2. RFID in Action in the Supply Chain
An automatic identification and data

However, it is seen that not all the supply

solution in which the flow of

capture technology requiring minimal

chain players that deployed RFID in their

information is not integrated with the

manual intervention, RFID enables

business processes have garnered its

enterprise systems.

seamless communication between

promised benefits. Some of them faced the

different systems and helps them to share

following challenges:

accurate information. It also allows the

•

serialization of products with Electronic
Product Code (EPC) - numbering schemes,
thus enabling them to be tracked at

•

When the benefits were observed by
piloting certain business processes

The investment in RFID was not

in a restricted precinct, rather than

leveraged to its full potential and

streamlining multiple processes across

therefore did not generate sufficient

the chain.

Return on Investment (ROI).

an unprecedented level of granularity.

•

•

When there is no integration with

Since the solutions were vendor-

trading partners, because they are

information is made available. The two

hosted and dependent on proprietary

either not RFID-enabled or do not

Unique Selling Propositions (USPs) of RFID

technology rather than standards,

exchange the necessary RFID-event

are therefore “visibility” and “information”.

there was no end-to-end traceability.

information.

Consequently, a great amount of

Since the data is captured automatically,

Investments in RFID were only seen as

In order to realize the true potential of

it gives organizations the potential to

•

a way to stay in harmony with industry

RFID, it is indispensable for organizations to

respond to real-world, physical events on

mandates or trends, and not as a source

enable business processes across the value

a “real-time” basis, in other words, as and

of value-addition.

chain and provide end-to-end traceability

when they occur. A simplistic view of an
RFID-enabled supply chain is presented in
the diagram below:

Typically, these problems would occur in
one or more of the following instances:
•

by capturing information throughout the
life-cycle of the RFID-tagged assets or
products.

When RFID is deployed as a point-
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Figure 2: RFID-Enabled Supply Chain
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3. Need for a Central
Repository
In an RFID-enabled supply chain, partners
should consider sharing relevant RFIDenabled business event data through
robust and extensible systems and
platforms that can meet the future tagging
requirements at an item or sales-unit level.
Traditional WMS or ERP applications are
not designed to hold EPC data, especially
at case or sales-unit levels. As a best
practice, software vendors recommend
that EPC-level data should not be handled
at the WMS (see “References”). It would
take enormous effort and customization
to build the capability in the ERP or WMS
systems for handling EPC serial numbers.
When multiple applications cater to
the processes being RFID-enabled, the
It is an EPCIS-certified repository,

The above-mentioned features make SAP

all of them. That would be equivalent

providing complete track & trace

OER an ideal candidate for deployment as

to reinventing the wheel because the

visibility of products across locations. It

an extensible repository which can be used

functionalities related to serialization

is capable of storing RFID tag-IDs (EPC

by all trading partners in the supply chain

and track & trace are already provided in

numbers), their hierarchies (e.g. pal-

such as manufacturers, retailers and third

products like SAP AII and SAP OER, which

let-case mappings) and also the details

party logistics companies. It also eliminates

are meant for processing and storing

of business-relevant documents.

the dependence on stand-alone third

information needs to be duplicated in

EPC information. Should sales unit-level
tagging become a possibility in future,

•

•

post, query and subscribe to ob-

WMS systems would be unable to handle
it. Hence, from a long-term perspective,
it is wiser to use products like AII and

ject-events as per EPCIS standards.
•

It integrates seamlessly with SAP
packages such as WM, EWM, R/3, and

OER instead of customizing the WMS.

BI and also with non-SAP systems using

Organizations could use a central EPCIS

web-services through SAP PI (XI).

repository to maintain the RFID tag-IDs/
EPC numbers used in different business

It enables supply chain partners to

•

It provides central number range

transactions, which can be queried by the

management for multiple WMS or RFID

WMS applications whenever required,

middleware instances. Hence, various

thereby reducing the impact on existing

WMS or SAP AII systems can remotely

systems. SAP OER 7.0 is an appropriate

query a central SAP OER instance to

choice of repository due to the following

retrieve serial number ranges for their

reasons:

purpose (e.g. commissioning), and be
assured of their uniqueness globally.
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party repositories, thereby providing the
foundation for a scalable architecture.
The following examples of a CPG
organization using different WMS systems
for inbound and outbound processes
illustrate how SAP OER can be used in
an RFID-enabled supply chain. A similar
architecture can be used by the other
players as well.

4. Integration of SAP-based
WMS for Inbound Receiving
The following diagrams depict how an

The supplier posts the relevant RFID

EPC-enriched ASN is also sent to the CPG

SAP OER central repository can provide

business events occurring within its

player when the “goods-issue” process

traceability when raw materials are being

environment to the CPG organization using

occurs at the supplier’s premises.

received from suppliers, assuming that an

the “Event-capture” interface of the

SAP-based WMS is used for the inbound

latter’s SAP OER via SAP PI. A serialized,

process by the CPG organization:
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Create Sales Order

Create Outbound
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Figure 4: Inbound
receiving using SAPbased WMS with SAP
OER
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This ASN can be used by the CPG

CPG organization for traceability and

Thus, the data captured in SAP OER during

organization to reconcile receipts and

commissioning while shipping finished

the inbound and outbound processes

immediately alert any discrepancies,

goods to retailers, assuming that a non-

aids product visibility, KPIs, demand

which streamlines the entire receiving

SAP WMS is used by the CPG player for the

forecasting and inventory management,

process and reduces FTEs (Full Time

outbound process. The CPG organization

and rationalizes the RFID investment.

Equivalent). Therefore, the events captured

can maintain a central SAP OER instance to

Likewise, other players in the supply chain

and shared by the various players can

handle and ensure unique serial numbers

can also reap the benefits of RFID-enabled

be used to efficiently plan and execute

across geographies.

business-event sharing and enhance

their respective processes. An equivalent
architecture could also be used by retailers
to receive shipments from CPG companies.

After loading shipments, the CPG player

relationships between the organizations.

can create an EPC-enabled ASN and send
it to the retailer, which can be used for
reconciliation at the latter’s end. EPC-

5. Integration of non-SAPbased WMS for Outbound
Shipping

enabled ASNs improve the efficiency of
retailers’ inbound receiving processes,
enabling them to share the benefits with

The next diagram depicts how SAP OER

the CPG organizations in the eco system.

can be used as a central repository by a

Non-SAP WMS

RFID Middleware
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Figure 5: Outbound shipping using non-SAP-based WMS with SAP OER
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Receive ASN

6. Notification to Tradingpartners
Besides the supplier, CPG player and

The RFID middleware could send a

This might result in high usage of network

retailer, several other parties are involved

message to an external application

bandwidth due to excessive polling.

in the supply chain, such as shipping

maintained by the trading partner;

Trading partners can also subscribe to

agents, receiving agents and third party

however, this might not be feasible

the CPG OER for latest RFID-events. This

logistics companies like distributors or

when the RFID middleware is placed in

relevant feature establishes a periodic

container-pooling organizations. In an

edge locations behind firewalls with no

schedule for running a query, each time

RFID-enabled world, these trading partners

Internet connectivity – for example, a PLC

providing only the latest event. Trading

would also be interested in certain RFID

(Programmable Logical Circuit) network

partners may also unsubscribe from the

events. For instance, the container-pooling

on the production line of a manufacturing

query as and when desired. However, these

organization would be interested in

plant. Should the connectivity credentials

are not real-time options.

knowing when its pallets have left the

of the trading partner change, it would

distribution-center and are en-route to

be tough to maintain different copies

the retailer’s location. Organizations lose

of that configuration across all the

millions of dollars every year on account

deployed middleware instances. Another

of misplaced DSD carts and other assets.

approach could be one in which the

This can be prevented by providing trading

external application queries the central

partners real-time information about the

SAP OER repository periodically using the

locations of assets.

EPCIS-based “Synchronous-poll query”

There are various ways of notifying the

interface.

trading partners.

RFID Middleware

SAP PI (XI)

CPG SAP OER

Map Message to
SAP OER

Store Track & Trace
Data

Another option is to use SAP PI, which
has in-built capabilities to integrate with
external applications using industrystandard protocols, for sending messages
to trading partner(s), as shown below.
Whenever SAP PI receives data from the
middleware for posting to the SAP OER, it
can also post the same to external parties.
This approach is fairly real-time. It is the
prerogative of trading partners to decide
the best approach for information sharing.

External Interface

External
Application

Accept Message

Update Part / Asset
Location & other
details

RFID Tag IDs

HTTP (ALE via AII) or
Web Services
(EPCIS)

B2B/ FTP/ HTTP/ Web
Services (EPCIS)

Figure 6: Notifying trading-partners on real-time

7. Conclusion
It is essential for organizations to understand the best strategy to own and maintain information
pertaining to their assets and processes, if they expect to make rather than spend money on it.
While third party vendor-hosted solutions might have jump-started the adoption of RFID, their
use is not viable in the long run, since they lack standards, impose dependency and reduce
trading-partner collaboration. When real-time, end-to-end traceability is the need of the hour,
a central EPC repository which integrates enterprise systems with RFID infrastructure provides
organizations with a cost effective way to attain “visibility when it matters the most”.
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